INTRODUCTION / CONTEXT

DOLLAR MASTERPLAN
This exhibition has been arranged to engage and inform the
local community of the emerging proposals for development
to the south of Dollar. A Proposal of Application Notice was
submitted to Clackmannanshire Council in September 2017
for residential development with sports facilities, community
use, office use and associated roads and landscaping. The
intention is to submit an application for Planning Permission
in Principle to the Council for the site in mid 2018.
The landowners recognise both the opportunity not only to
create a high quality mixed use development appropriate to
the village and also the wider local community benefits such as
potential support for new and existing businesses, community
groups and services. There is scope for additional tourism
opportunities related to Dollar Glen and Castle Campbell.
There may also be scope for new local attractions such as
events and festivals which could easily be accommodated
within the mix of uses proposed.
Members of the design team are here today to present the
proposals to you and answer any questions or concerns that
you may have. As local residents, this is your opportunity
to influence this masterplan in partnership with the local
landowners. We would welcome your thoughts on the
proposals presented to you today.
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THE SITE
The Site comprises an area of around 22 hectares
located on the southern edge of the town of
Dollar. The site is split into 3 areas as follows:
1. Dollarfield West, to the west of Devon Road
(B913) on the approach to Dollar from the south
BRIDGE STREET

DOLLAR PARISH CHURCH

RECENT HOUSING AT GOWANLEA

2. Dollarfield East, to the east of Devon Road
(B913) on the approach to Dollar from the south
and north of Dollarfield Farm
2. Newfield located to the south of the primary
school and north of the Devon Way

VIEW TOWARDS PRIMARY SCHOOL

EXISTING BRIDGE OVER DOLLAR BURN

The site is bounded to the east by housing at
Lower Mains and agricultural land and to the
west by housing at Gowanlea and Kelly Burn and
agricultural land. To the north, beyond the former
rail line, is the existing urban edge of Dollar and
the heart of the town. To the south is Dollarfield
Farm and Holiday Park and agricultural land
leading down to the River Devon. The site can be
accessed from Devon Road in the south and from
Park Place / Lovers’ Loan in the north.
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PLANNING HISTORY

DOLLAR MASTERPLAN
PLANNING HISTORY
The site predominantly forms the western portion of the land allocated as
a mixed-use expansion area to the south and east of Dollar in the Adopted
Clackmannanshire Local Development Plan 2015 (reference H47). A small
area of land to the south of the expansion area, proposed for sports pitch
provision, falls outwith the allocation boundary as shown on the indicative
masterplan presented here. The land is allocated for a mix of uses in the
Plan including residential, a community sports facility, expanded primary
school and employment uses. Whilst only occupying approximately half of
the overall allocated area, the proposed development that will be the subject
of an application for planning permission in principle to Clackmannanshire
Council will accommodate all of the mixed use elements expected by the
Local Development Plan above.

LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN
“Settlement expansion to the south and east of Dollar to provide a mix
of residential, community facilities, leisure and recreation provision and
employment opportunities. Expansion area includes a site which already has
planning permission for a development of 22 houses with the provision of
a cemetery and a sports pitch, that was granted before the expansion area
was identified (07/00460/OUT). There is therefore the potential for the exact
location of these elements to be re-considered as part of the new proposal
site. Masterplan required for the entire urban expansion area, accompanied
by Development Briefs for each phase showing land uses, main infrastructure
provision and phasing.”

Creating Sustainable Communities
Proposals to include details of house numbers and sizes, and affordable
housing provision.
Phasing plan tied to developer contributions required.
Site layout and building construction to adequately provide for passive solar
gain and energy efficiency.
Major active and passive open space required within the development, to
be designed as a new urban park incorporating informal open space, paths,
playing fields and play areas for all age groups.
Smaller play areas and open space required within housing phases.
Transport Assessment required, to include consideration of the impact of
the development on parking provision in Dollar town centre.
Junction improvements onto A91.
Upgrade of junctions of B913/A91.
Enhancements to active travel networks.
Provide safe routes to school, and an emphasis on active travel in accordance
with the principles set out in the Placemaking SG
Provision of allotment sites.

COMMUNITY MASTERPLAN

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH LOOKING WEST

VIEW SOUTH TOWARDS DOLLARFIELD WEST / LOWER MAINS
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PLANNING / TECHNICAL

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSETS
The Local Development Plan also proposes a number of environmental improvements to be incorporated:

ECOLOGICAL SURVEYS

Enhancement to Green Belt setting, including improvements for recreational access and biodiversity.
Requirement to form strong internal and external habitat network linkages as an integral part of the site
layout and design in accordance with Green Network principles.
Flood Risk Assessment required.
Drainage Assessment required, taking account of the Flood Risk Assessment, to develop a SUDS strategy
for the wider area.
An archaeological field evaluation for the investigation and preservation of all features of archaeological
interests within or adjacent to the site.
Existing mature trees and landscape planting to be retained and incorporated into the development.
Production of a strategic landscape framework for the site including details of existing trees, new planting
and a Woodland Management Plan.
Potential for streams to be naturalised should be investigated and incorporated into layout plans and
design.
Habitat survey required and development to be designed to strengthen existing habitat features.
These requirements will be incorporated within the emerging proposals and within the following
documents which will support the application.
VIEW OVER SITE TOWARDS DOLLAR

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
A Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) is being carried out by Ramboll in support of the
emerging proposals. This will identify the effect of the proposals on views and the existing landscape. At
Dollar this will include views from the south on approach to the town and views from the town towards the
application site. Views of the site and the impact of the proposals from Dollar Glen will also be considered.

TRANSPORT
A Transport Assessment is being carried out by WSP consulting engineers. A number of meetings have been
held with Clackmannanshire Council regarding the proposals and the impact on the local road network.
This has included discussions on access, junction improvements and parking.

THE DEVON WAY

DRAINAGE AND FLOODING
A full Drainage and Flood Risk Assessment is being carried out by Waterman Group consulting engineers.
A preliminary report and study has been completed and will continue to inform the development of the
design for the site. The full documents will be submitted in support of the PPP application.

ARCHAEOLOGY
An archaeological desktop study has been prepared by Guard Archaeology in support of the proposals. The
aim of the study was to assess evidence for the past human use of the area, its archaeological sensitivity,
and the potential impact of any development upon the archaeological resource.

BUS STOP ON BRIDGE STREET

The proposed development area has been used for agriculture since at least the mid-eighteenth century
and no development is known to have taken place in the western and central fields since that time. The
eastern field was used for agriculture from at least the mid-eighteenth century until at least 1866 and has
been used for recreation and sport since about 1901. Clackmannanshire Council may require a programme
of archaeological evaluation works to demonstrate the presence, or not, of significant archaeological
remains within the site.

ECOLOGY
An ecological desktop study is being prepared by Heritage Environmental Ltd (HEL) in support of the PPP
application. The study has recorded vegetation, protected mammals, bats, breeding birds and local fish.
Initial surveys have recorded limited bat activity within existing trees which will be retained as part of the
new neighbourhood. The impact of the development on breeding birds can also be mitigated as part of a
bio-diversity action plan. Initial studies have shown there is no evidence of great crested newts.
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VISION

DOLLAR MASTERPLAN
THE VISION
The vision for the Dollar Masterplan is to create a high quality new neighbourhood along the southern boundary of Dollar
forms an attractive and appropriate edge and approach to the historic town. It should be accessible to all in terms of
walking and cycling routes for future residents and the existing community creating a healthy, sustainable and diverse
place to live. It should be in line with the latest thinking on urban design and the six qualities of successful places:
Distinctive
Safe and Pleasant
Welcoming
Adaptable
Resource Efficient
Easy to Move Around
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The site is subject to a number of constraints and opportunities
which will inform the design process and the eventual layout of
the masterplan. To the north, the site is bounded by the existing
houses of the southern edge of the town. The Devon Way runs
along the northern edge of the Dollarfield sites and to the south
of the site at Newfield. This important path provides local access
to the town including Kellyburn and Gowanlea in the east and
as far afield as Tillicoultry in the west. To the west the site is
contained by the existing houses at Lower Mains and to the east
by the aforementioned houses at Kellyburn Park / Lovers’ Loan
and the recent MacTaggart and Mickel housing development at
Lovers Loan. To the south the site benefits from the view over the
surrounding countryside towards Dollarfield Farm and the River
Devon. The southern edge of the town along the River Devon
corridor has been subject to flooding in the past and a full flood
risk assessment will be carried out as part of the design process.
The Kelly Burn also flows through the site. There are a number of
trees within the application site which are to be retained wherever
possible. Many of these are located around the perimeter of the
site and along the Devon Way. The layout will be developed to
maximise connections into the Devon Way and into the town
centre. Strathdevon Primary School is also located adjacent to the
application site and a short distance from all of the potential new
housing areas.The Devon Way will provide safe and pleasant access
to the school away from cars and in line with national guidance
such as Safer Routes to School. There is also an opportunity for
the site to accommodate expanded sports facilities for Dollar
Academy but for the use of the whole wider community. This
has the potential to be a real asset for Dollar in terms of interest,
activity and investment.
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HOUSING
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HOUSING
The site has the capacity to accommodate up to 300
houses on the area identified within the application
boundary. The indicative masterplan shows up to
165 houses within the Dollarfield West site, up to
45 houses within the Dollarfield East site to the
north of the proposed playing fields and up to 90
houses accessed from Park Place / Lovers’ Loan to
the south of Strathdevon Primary School.

RIVER VIEW LANARK

The development will include a range of housing
and house types from 1 and 2 bed cottage flats
and terraces to 4 and 5 bed family homes. The new
neighbourhood will also provide affordable housing
in line with local and national design guidance and
good practice.
EDINBANE, SKYE

ARDMINISH, GIGHA
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COMMUNITY / LOCAL HUB
It is anticipated that the Dollarfield East site would
also be appropriate for circa 1 hectare of land to be
given over to mixed use development. As yet the
location of this is unspecified but may include a
relocated community centre and other employment
uses. This could include new office space for local
businesses to establish. The scale and nature of the
new business area will be designed and controlled
to ensure encourage local business growth but that
the priority and focus for business and commercial
development remains along Bridge Street.
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The proposed sports facilities will comprise 2 rugby
pitches, 2 all-weather hockey pitches, a football
pitch, running track and indoor sports. The layout
also makes provision for associated stands, changing
facilities, car parking and an indoor sports facility. It
is intended that the facility will be designed to the
highest standards and be to the benefit and use of
Dollar Academy and the wider local and national
community.
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DOLLAR MASTERPLAN

BENEFITS / NEXT STEPS

BENEFITS OF THE MASTERPLAN
• New Housing
• New people
• New investment
• High Quality Sports Facilities
• Potential for new community centre
• New open space / play areas
• Improved connections
NEW SPORTS FACILITIES / PITCHES FOR ALL OF DOLLAR

POTENTIAL SITE FOR COMMUNITY BUILDING / HEALTH FACILITIES

NEW FAMILIES WITHIN DOLLAR

NEW HOUSING WITHIN DOLLAR

HEALTHY / ACTIVE LIVING

WIDER COMMUNITY BENEFITS
OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUSTAINABLE TOURISM GROWTH

• New investment and employment opportunities
• Support for existing and new commercial opportunities
• Support for existing and new services and community groups
• Opportunities for sustainable tourism growth e.g. accommodation 			
and destinations such as Dollar Glen and Castle Campbell
• Extended primary school

Opportunity for Involvement:
POTENTIAL PRIMARY SCHOOL EXTENSION

We would welcome your comments on what you have seen and heard at
this event and would be grateful if you could complete the questionnaire
provided. The questionnaires can be filled out and submitted in the
box here. Alternatively, should you wish more time to consider your
response, please feel free to take the questionnaire away with you, and
return it to EMA Architects by post or by email.
Notwithstanding this consultation event, you will also have the
opportunity to make further comment on our proposals at the
application stage, as part of the formal consultation process.

What Happens Next?
We will continue to engage with the Local Authority and
Community Council in respect of our proposals. We then intend
to submit an application for Planning Permission in Principle in
mid-2018.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUSTAINABLE TOURISM GROWTH

We will consider all of the views expressed at this public
consultation event, as we develop our proposals. As part of the
planning application a report will be prepared and submitted in
response to the public consultation exercise.
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